Division Memorandum
No. 11/9 s. 2018

Attendance to the Coaching for the Enhancement of Strategic Intervention Material (SIM)

To: Public Schools District Supervisors
   School Principals/School Heads/Officers-in-Charge
   Public Elementary and Secondary Schools

1. In pursuance to Regional Memorandum No. 212, s. 2018 entitled “Enhancement Training and Orientation with Simulation of Various Events of the Regional Festival of Talents,” the Regional Festival of Talents will be conducted on November 29-December 1, 2018 at Tagum City Division. This includes the Sci-Tech Expo as activity for Science.

2. In relation to this, a directive coaching for the proponents of the Strategic Intervention Material (SIM) will be conducted on November 20, 2018, at the DICNHS Audio Visual Room. This activity is aimed to provide technical assistance to the contestants for the enhancement of their SIM.

3. Participants to this activity are the following:
   a. Jocelyn Tampi – Dawis ES
   b. Aurene Hernan – CDNonol ES
   c. Mary Ann Llanos – Colorado ES
   d. Regina Raymundo – DICNHS
   e. Ronald Dedace – SDO
   f. Megan Lapida- Igpit NHS
   g. Ghia Codera – Igpit NHS
   h. Katrina Costanos – Kapatagan NHS
   i. Rizza Chen Vender – Kapatagan NHS
   j. Luzminda Jasmin – SDO

4. Participants are requested to bring laptop, their SIM, and other materials which can be used to enhance their material.

5. Further, participants have to bring their own provision of food. Travel and other incidental expenses of the participants are chargeable against local funds/School MOOE or other sources subject to the usual accounting and auditing rules and regulations.

6. For information, guidance and compliance.

WINNIE E. BATOON, EdD.
Officer-in-Charge
Office of the Schools Division Superintendent

Ends: None
Reference: Regional Memorandum No. 212, s. 2018
To be indicated in the Perpetual Index under the following subjects:
CURRICULUM SCIENCE COACHING

by: attendance to the coaching for the enhancement of strategic intervention material
15 November, 2018